Genetic Polymorphisms in Sepsis and Cardiovascular Disease: Do Similar Risk Genes Suggest Similar Drug Targets?
Genetic variants are associated with altered clinical outcome of patients with sepsis and cardiovascular diseases. Common gene signaling pathways may be involved in the pathophysiology of these diseases. A better understanding of genetic commonality among these diseases may enable the discovery of important genes, signaling pathways, and therapeutic targets for these diseases. We investigated the common genetic factors by a systematic search of the literature. Twenty-four genes (ADRB2, CD14, FGB, FV, HMOX1, IL1B, IL1RN, IL6, IL10, IL17A, IRAK1, MASP2, MBL, MIR608, MIF, NOD2, PCSK9, PPARG, PROC, SERPINE1, SOD2, SVEP1, TF, TIRAP, TLR1) were extracted as reported genetic variations associated with altered outcome of both sepsis and cardiovascular diseases. Of these genes, the adverse allele (or combinations) was same in nine (ADRB2, FV, HMOX1, IL6, MBL, MIF, NOD2, PCSK9, SERPINE1), and the effect appears to be in the same direction in both sepsis and cardiovascular disease. Shared gene signaling pathways suggest that these are true biological results and could point to overlapping drug targets in sepsis and cardiovascular disease.